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1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Throughout the paper, unless otherwise stated, let w s f z be a non-
constant meromorphic function on the complex plane C. It is well known
Ž .that for w s f z to be a Mobius transformation, it is necessary and¨
Ž .sufficient that w s f z satisfies the following Property A:
Ž .Property A. w s f z maps circles in the z-plane onto circles in the
w-plane, including straight lines among circles.
The following are some definitions and mapping properties which were
w xintroduced in 5]7 .
DEFINITION 1.1. Let ^ ABC be an arbitrary triangle and L a point on
C. We denote a s BC, b s AC, c s AB, x s AL, y s BL, z s CL. If
ax s by s cz holds, then l is said to be an Apollonius point of ^ ABC.
ŽDEFINITION 1.2. Let ABCD be an arbitrary quadrilateral not necessar-
.ily simple on C. If AB ? CDs BC ? DA holds, then ABCD is said to be an
Apollonius quadrilateral.
Ž .Property B. Suppose that w s f z is analytic and univalent in a
nonempty simply connected domain R on the z-plane. Let ABCD be an
Ž .arbitrary quadrilateral not self-intersecting contained in R. If we set
X Ž . X Ž . X Ž . X Ž . X X X XA s f A , B s f B , C s f C , D s f D and if A B C D is a quadri-
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lateral on the w-plane which is not self-intersecting, then
/ A q /C s / AX q /CX
and
/ B q / D s / BX q / DX
hold.
Ž .Property C. Suppose that w s f z is analytic and univalent in a
nonempty domain R of the z-plane. Let ^ ABC be an arbitrary triangle
contained in R and let its Apollonius point L be a point of R. If we set
X Ž . X Ž . X Ž . X Ž .A s f A , B s f B , C s f C , L s f L , and if the three different
X X X Ž X X X .points A , B , C form a triangle i.e., A , B , C are not collinear , then the
point LX is also an Apollonius point of ^ AXBXCX.
Ž .Property D. Suppose that w s f z is analytic and univalent in a
nonempty domain R of the z-plane. Let ABCD be an arbitrary Apollonius
X Ž . X Ž . X Ž .quadrilateral contained in R. If we set A s f A , B s f B , C s f C ,
X Ž . X X X XD s f D , then A B C D is also an Apollonius quadrilateral.
w xRecently, in 5]7 Haruki and Rassias gave several new characteristics of
Mobius transformations from the standpoint of conformal mapping and¨
elementary geometry. The following are the results they obtained:
w x Ž . Ž .THEOREM A 5 . The function w s f z satisfies Property B iff w s f z
is a Mobius transformation.¨
w x Ž . Ž .THEOREM B 6 . The function w s f z satisfies Property C iff w s f z
is a Mobius transformation.¨
w x Ž . Ž .THEOREM C 7 . The function w s f z satisfies Property D iff w s f z
is a Mobius transformation.¨
These results are interesting in the sense that they illustrated some
connections between geometric properties and analytic properties of ana-
lytic univalent mappings. The proof of the ‘‘only if’’ part of these results
requires some known results from geometry together with the following
key lemmas which are also well known:
Ž .LEMMA 1.3. If the function w s f z is analytic and uni¤alent in a
XŽ .nonempty domain R, then f z / 0 in R.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.4. If f z and g z are analytic functions in a nonempty
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..domain R and f z g z / 0 in R and also arg f z s arg g z holds in R,
Ž . Ž .then f z s Kg z in R where K is a positi¤e real constant.
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1.5. Let w s f z be meromorphic on C. Then w s f z is a
Ž .  XŽ . 4Mobius transformation iff S z s 0 for all z g C y z : f z s 0 , where¨ f
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Ž . Ž YŽ . XŽ ..X Ž .Ž YŽ . XŽ ..2S z s f z rf z y 1r2 f z rf z which is called the Schwarzianf
Ž .deri¤ati¤e of f z .
Ž .We now introduce the Newton deri¤ati¤e of a function f z as follows:
Ž .DEFINITION 1.6. Let f z be a function on C. We define the Newton
Ž . Ž .derivative of f z as the first derivative of the Newton’s method of f z . In
Ž .other words, we define the Newton’s derivative of f z as
X Yf z f z f zŽ . Ž . Ž .
N z s z y s .Ž . Xf 2Xž /f zŽ . f zŽ .Ž .
The main purpose of this paper is to generalize Theorems A, B, C and
to prove the obtained results by means of the invariance of cross-ratio of
 4four distinct points on C s C j ‘ under a Mobius transformation. We¨
will also give some new invariant characteristic properties of Mobius¨
transformations. In particular, we will characterize Mobius transforma-¨
tions which have Newton derivative equal to 2 instead of having zero
Schwarzian derivative.
2. MAIN RESULTS
First, we give another proof of Theorem A by means of the invariance of
 4cross-ratio of four distinct points on C s C j ‘ under a Mobius trans-¨
formation.
Ž .Proof of Theorem A. Suppose that w s f z is a Mobius transforma-¨
tion and let ABCD be an arbitrary quadrilateral in R. Then we obtain
A y D
/ A s arg ž /A y B
and
C y B
/C s arg ž /C y D
which implies that
A y D C y B A y D C y B
/ A q /C s arg q arg s arg ? .ž / ž / ž /A y B C y D A y B C y D
A y D C y BSince ? is the cross-ratio of four distinct points A, D, C, and B,A y B C y D
we obtain
f A y f D f C y f B A y D C y BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
? s ?
f A y f B f C y f D A y B C y DŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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since the cross-ratio is invariant under mapping by a Mobius transforma-¨
tion. It follows that
f A y f D f C y f BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
X X
/ A q /C s arg ?ž /f A y f B f C y f DŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
A y D C y B
s arg ?ž /A y B C y D
s / A q /C
Ž .which implies that w s f z satisfies Property B. The other direction of
w xthe proof is the same as in 5 .
We now generalize Definitions 1.1 and 1.2 as follows:
DEFINITION 2.1. Let ^ ABC be an arbitrary triangle and L a point on
C. We denote a s BC, b s AC, c s AB, x s AL, y s BL, z s CL. If
Ž . Ž . Ž .ax s k by s l cz holds where k, l ) 0, then L is said to be a k, l -Apol-
lonius point of ^ ABC.
ŽDEFINITION 2.2. Let ABCD be an arbitrary quadrilateral not necessar-
. Ž .ily simple on C. If AB ? CDs k BC ? DA holds, then ABCD is said to be
a k-Apollonius quadrilateral.
Ž .Remark 2.1. If L is a k, l -Apollonius point of ^ ABC, then the
quadrilateral BCAL is a k-Apollonius quadrilateral, and the quadrilateral
BCLA is an l-Apollonius quadrilateral, where the sense of any four points
is counterclockwise.
Consider the following properties:
X Ž .Property C . Suppose that w s f z is analytic and univalent in a
nonempty domain R of the z-plane. Let ^ ABC be an arbitrary triangle
Ž .contained in R and let its k, l -Apollonius point L be a point of R. If we
X Ž . X Ž . X Ž . X Ž .set A s f A , B s f B , C s f C , L s f L , and if the three different
X X X Ž X X X .points A , B , C form a triangle, i.e., A , B , C are not collinear , then the
X Ž . X X Xpoint L is also a k, l -Apollonius point of ^ A B C .
X Ž .Property D . Suppose that w s f z is analytic and univalent in a
nonempty domain R of the z-plane. Let ABCD be an arbitrary k-Apol-
X Ž . X Ž .lonius quadrilateral contained in R. If we set A s f A , B s f B ,
X Ž . X Ž . X X X X Ž .C s f C , D s f D , then A B C D is also a k, l -Apollonius quadrilat-
eral.
The ‘‘if’’ parts of the following results can be proved using the same
technique as in the proof of Theorem A above. The ‘‘only if’’ parts can be
w xproved similarly as in 6, 7 .
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Ž . X Ž .THEOREM 2.3. The function w s f z satisfies Property C iff w s f z is
a Mobius transformation.¨
Ž . X Ž .THEOREM 2.4. The function w s f z satisfies Property D iff w s f z is
a Mobius transformation.¨
We now state
Ž .Property E. Let w s f z be analytic and univalent in a nonempty
domain R on the z-plane. Let a s 0 or p . Let a, b, c, and d be four
distinct points in R such that
a y b c y d a y d c y b
arg ? q ? s a .ž /a y d c y b a y b c y d
Then we have
f a y f b f c y f d f a y f d f c y f bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
arg ? q ? s a .ž /f a y f d f c y f b f a y f b f c y f dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Property F. Let w s f z be analytic and univalent in a nonempty
p 3pdomain R on the z-plane. Let a s or . Let a, b, c, and d be four2 2
distinct points in R such that
a y b c y d a y d c y b
arg ? y ? s a .ž /a y d c y b a y b c y d
Then we have
f a y f b f c y f d f a y f d f c y f bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
arg ? y ? s a .ž /f a y f d f c y f b f a y f b f c y f dŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We now give some more invariant characteristics of Mobius transforma-¨
tions as follows.
Ž .THEOREM 2.5. Let w s f z be analytic and uni¤alent in a nonempty
Ž . Ž .domain R on the z-plane. Then w s f z satisfies Property E or F iff
Ž .w s f z is a Mobius transformation.¨
Proof. The ‘‘if’’ part follows as in the proof of the ‘‘if’’ part of Theorem
Ž .A. We now proceed to prove the ‘‘only if’’ part. Since w s f z is analytic
XŽ .and univalent in the domain R, we have f z / 0 in R. If x is an
XŽ .arbitrary fixed point in R, then we obtain f x / 0. Let E be the point
represented by x. Since E g R, there exists a positive real number r such
that the r circular neighborhood of E is contained in R. Throughout the
proof let ABCD denote an arbitrary rhombus in R with center at E
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where A, B, C, and D are distinct points. Here the sense of A, B, C, and
D is counterclockwise. Since ABCD is a rhombus contained in R, we can
represent A, B, C, and D by complex numbers
x q y , x q iky , x y y , x y iky ,
respectively for some positive real number k. Without loss of generality,
'we may assume that k ) 1 q 2 . Since R is a nonempty domain R on the
z-plane, there exists a nonzero real number s such that s - r and if
< < Ž .0 - y - s then ABCD is contained in R. Since w s f z is univalent in
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ŽR, f A s f x q y , f B s f x q iky , f C s f x y y , f D s f x y
.iky are distinct points. By assumption, we have
f x q y y f x q iky f x y y y f x y ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
?
f x q y y f x y iky f x y y y f x q ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
arg s 0
f x q y y f x y iky f x y y y f x q ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q ? 0
f x q y y f x q iky f x y y y f x y ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s arg 1Ž .
2.1Ž .
< <for all y such that 0 - y - s.
Since x g R is arbitrarily fixed, we can set
f x q y y f x q iky f x y y y f x y ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
h y s ?Ž .
f x q y y f x y iky f x y y y f x q ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
f x q y y f x y iky f x y y y f x q ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q ? . 2.2Ž .
f x q y y f x q iky f x y y y f x y ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .By 2.1 and 2.2 we obtain
arg h y s arg 1 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
< < Ž .for all y such that 0 - y - s. Now we prove that h y is analytic at y s 0
Ž .and that 2.3 still holds at y s 0. To this end we apply Riemann’s
Theorem on removable singularities. As y “ 0, by L’Hopital’s Rule, we
obtain that
2 2 2 41 q ik y1 q ik 2 1 y 6k q kŽ .
h y “ q s . 2.4Ž . Ž .2ž / ž / 21 y ik 1 q ik 1 q kŽ .
If we define
2 1 y 6k 2 q k 4Ž .
h 0 s 2.5Ž . Ž .221 q kŽ .
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Ž .by 2.4 , by Riemann’s Theorem on removable singularities, the function
Ž . Ž .h y is analytic at y s 0. Furthermore, 2.3 still holds at y s 0. The
Ž . < < Ž . Ž .function h y is analytic in y - s. By 2.2 and the fact that w s f z is
Ž . < <univalent in R, we obtain that h y / 0 in y - s. Hence by Lemma 1.4
we have
h y s K 2.6Ž . Ž .
< < Ž .in y - s, where K is a positive real constant. Setting y s 0 in 2.6 and
Ž .using 2.5 , it yields
2 1 q 6k 2 q k 4Ž .
s K . 2.7Ž .221 q kŽ .
Ž . Ž .By 2.7 and 2.6 we obtain
2 1 y 6k 2 q k 4Ž .
h y s 2.8Ž . Ž .221 q kŽ .
< <in y - s.
Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.2 into 2.6 and removing the denominator in the result-
ing equality it follows that
2 2f x q y y f x q iky f x y y y f x y ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 2q f x q y y f x y iky f x y y y f x q ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
2 1 y 6k 2 q k 4Ž .
s f x q y y f x q ikyŽ . Ž .Ž .221 q kŽ .
= f x y y y f x y iky f x q y y f x y ikyŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
= f x y y y f x q iky 2.9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
< <in y - s.
Using Lebnitz’s Rule for differentiation, differentiate six times both
Ž .sides of 2.7 with respect to y; setting y s 0 yields
2 2X Y X Z2 2y1920k y1 q k f x y3 f x q 2 f x f x s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .
2.10Ž .
'Since k is a positive real number which is greater than 1 q 2 , we have
Z X 3 Y2 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..k y1 q k / 0. Hence by 2.8 we obtain f x f x y f x s 0.2
Since x g R was arbitrarily fixed, we can replace x by a variable z, and by
Z X 3 Y 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž ..2 we have f z f z y f z s 0 in R. By the Identity Theorem2
the above equality holds in C. Hence,
2Z Yf z 3 f zŽ . Ž .
y s 0X Xž /f z 2 f zŽ . Ž .
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XŽ .holds for all z satisfying f z / 0. Thus, the Schwarzian derivative of f
XŽ . Ž .vanishes for all z satisfying f z / 0. Therefore, by Lemma 1.5, f z is a
Mobius transformation of z.¨
We now give some invariant properties for Mobius transformations¨
which have Newton derivative equal to 2. First, we state the following
Ž .Property G. Suppose that w s f z is analytic and univalent in a
nonempty simply connected domain R on the z-plane. Let a be an
Ž .arbitrarily fixed real number such that a g 0, p . For three arbitrary
distinct points a, b, and c in R satisfying
a y b
arg s a ,ž /c y b
we have
f a y f b f cŽ . Ž . Ž .
arg ? s až /f c y f b f aŽ . Ž . Ž .
For Mobius transformations which have Newton derivative equal to 2,¨
we have the following result:
Ž .LEMMA 2.6. Let f be a complex-¤alued function. Then N z s 2 for allf
X u Ž . 4z g C y z : f z s 0 iff f is a Mobius transformation of the form ,z q ¤
u / 0.
uProof. Let f be a Mobius transformation of the form , u / 0; then¨ z q ¤
Ž .it is easily checked that N z s 2. Let f be a complex-valued functionf
Ž .such that N z s 2. It follows thatf
X
f zŽ .
z y s 2Xž /f zŽ .
which implies that
f zŽ .
z y s 2 z y c ,X 1f zŽ .
where c is a complex constant,1
f zŽ .
s yz q cX 1f zŽ .
or
1 df z 1Ž .
s .
f z dz yz q cŽ . 1
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It follows by a simple calculation that f is a Mobius transformation of¨
uthe form , u / 0.z q ¤
We are now ready to prove the following
Ž .THEOREM 2.7. Let w s f z be analytic and uni¤alent in a nonempty
connected domain R on the z-plane. Then f satisfies Property G iff f is a
uMobius transformation of the form , u / 0.¨ z q ¤
uŽ .Proof. Let f z be a Mobius transformation of the form , u / 0.¨ z q ¤
Let a, b, and c be arbitrary three distinct points in R such that
a y b




is the cross-ratio of a, b, c, and d where d is the point at infinity. Since
uŽ . Ž .f z s , u / 0, we have f d s 0. Since Mobius transformations pre-¨z q ¤
serve the cross-ratio, we obtain
f a y f b f c a y bŽ . Ž . Ž .
? s
f c y f b f a c y bŽ . Ž . Ž .
which implies that
f a y f b f c a y bŽ . Ž . Ž .
arg ? s arg s a .ž /ž /f c y f b f a c y bŽ . Ž . Ž .
uTherefore, any Mobius transformation of the form , u / 0 satisfies¨ z q ¤
Property G. Conversely, let a be an arbitrary real number such that
pŽ .  4a g 0, p y . Let x be an arbitrary fixed point in R; then we obtain2
XŽ .f x / 0. Since x g R, there exists a positive real number r such that the
r circular neighborhood of x is contained in R. Throughout the proof let
ABC denote an arbitrary isosceles triangle in R with center at x where A,
B, and C are distinct points. Here the sense of A, B, and C are
counterclockwise. Since ABC is an isosceles triangle contained in R, we
can represent A, B, and C by complex numbers
x q ay , x q y , x q by ,
' 'Ž Ž . . Ž Ž . .respectively where a s y1r2 y 3 r2 ki , b s y1r2 q 3 r2 ki , k
) 0, and y is some nonzero complex number. Without loss of generality,
we let
3 1 y cos aŽ .
k s .(
1 q cos a
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p 'Ž .  4 Ž .  4Since a g 0, p y , we have k g 0, q‘ y 3 . For example, if a2
ps , then k s 1. Since R is a nonempty connected domain R on the3
z-plane, there exists a nonzero real number s such that s - r and if
< < Ž .0 - y - s then ABC is contained in R. Since w s f z is univalent in R,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .f A s f x q ay , f B s f x q y , and f C s f x q by are distinct
points. By assumption, we have
f x q ay y f x q y f x q byŽ . Ž . Ž .
arg ? s až /f x q by y f x q y f x q ayŽ . Ž . Ž .
s arg exp ia 2.11Ž . Ž .Ž .
< <for all y such that 0 - y - s. Since x g R is arbitrarily fixed, we can set
f x q ay y f x q y f x q byŽ . Ž . Ž .
h y s ? . 2.12Ž . Ž .
f x q by y f x q y f x q ayŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .By 2.11 and 2.12 we obtain
arg h y s arg exp ia 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
< < Ž .for all y such that 0 - y - s. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.5, h y is
analytic at y s 0 if we define
'2 3 k
h 0 s 1 q i . 2.14Ž . Ž .23 y k
Ž . < <Hence, h y is analytic in y - s. Furthermore, it is routine to check that
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .arg h 0 s a . By 2.12 and the fact that w s f z is univalent in R, we
Ž . < <obtain that h y / 0 in y - s. Hence by Lemma 1.4 we have
h y s K exp ia 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž .
< < Ž .in y - s, where K is a positive real constant. Setting y s 0 in 2.14 and
Ž .using 2.13 , it yields
'2 3 k
1 q i s K exp ia . 2.16Ž . Ž .23 y k
Ž . Ž .By 2.14 and 2.15 we obtain K s 1 and
'2 3 k
h y s 1 q i 2.17Ž . Ž .23 y k
< <in y - s.
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Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.12 into 2.17 and removing the denominator in the
resulting equality it follows that
f x q ay y f x q y ? f x q byŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
'2 3 k
y 1 q i f x q by y f x q y ? f x q ay s 0 2.18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2ž /3 y k
< < Ž .in y - s. Differentiate twice both sides of 2.18 with respect to y and
setting y s 0 yields
2' 'k 3 k q 6ki q 9 3Ž . 2X Y2 f x y f x f x s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2k y 3
'Ž .  4Since k g 0, q‘ y 3 , we obtain
2X Y2 f x y f x f x s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
which implies that
N x s 2.Ž .f
Since x g R was arbitrarily fixed, we can replace x by a variable z, and
we get
N z s 2Ž .f
in R. By the Identity Theorem, the above equality holds in C. Hence, f is
u pa Mobius transformation of the form , u / 0. The case a s can be¨ z q ¤ 2
proved similarly by choosing suitable triangle which contains x inside and
will be omitted. The proof is complete.
Finally, we consider the following
Ž .Property H. Suppose that w s f z is analytic and univalent in a
nonempty simply connected domain R on the z-plane. Let a be an
Ž .arbitrary fixed real number such that a g 0, p . For three arbitrary
distinct points a, b, and c in R satisfying
a y b
arg s a ,ž /c y b
we have
f a y f bŽ . Ž .
arg s a .ž /f c y f bŽ . Ž .
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Ž .THEOREM 2.8. Let w s f z be analytic and uni¤alent in a nonempty
connected domain R on the z-plane. Then f satisfies Property H iff f is a
Mobius transformation of the form uz q ¤ , u / 0.¨
Proof of Theorem 2. Suppose that f is a Mobius transformation of the
a¨ y bŽ .form uz q ¤ , u / 0. Note that f ‘ s ‘. Since is the cross-ratio of a,c y b
b, c, and d s ‘ and a Mobius transformation preserves the cross-ratio, we¨
obtain
f a y f b a y bŽ . Ž .
s
f c y f b c y bŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .a y b f a y f bŽ . Ž . Ž .since f ‘ s ‘. Therefore, arg s arg which implies that fŽ . Ž .c y b f c y f b
satisfies Property H. Conversely, suppose that f satisfies Property H. Let T
sbe a Mobius transformation of the form where s / 0. Let g s T ( f.¨ z q t
a y bŽ .Let a, b, and c be three arbitrary distinct points in R such that arg c y b
Ž . Ž .f a y f b a y bŽ .s a . Since f satisfies Property H, we obtain arg s a . SinceŽ . Ž .f c y f b c y d
Ž . Ž .f a y f bis the cross ratio of a, b, c, and d s ‘, it follows that is theŽ . Ž .f c y f b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .cross ratio of f a , f b , f c , and f d s ‘ and since a Mobius transfor-¨
mation preserves the cross ratio, we obtain
g a y g b g c f a y f bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
? s
g c y g b g a f c y f bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .since g ‘ s 0. From which it follows that
g a y g b g c f a y f bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
arg ? s arg s a .ž / ž /g c y g b g a f c y f bŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
uBy Theorem 1, g is a Mobius transformation of the form , u / 0.¨ z q ¤
Since g s T ( f , we have f s Ty1 ( g and it is easily seen that f is a
Mobius transformation of the form Uz q V, where U / 0.¨
Remark 2.2. In the results we obtained above, we may replace the use
of argument by using modulus instead; for example, we can modify
Ž . Ž .a y b f a y f b a y bŽ . Ž . < <Property H by replacing arg s a and arg s a byŽ . Ž .c y b f c y f b c y b
Ž . Ž .f a y f b< <and , respectively. The proof will be almost the same except thatŽ . Ž .f c y f b
we will need to use the Maximum Modulus Principle for analytic functions
instead of using Lemma 1.4.
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